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It was conjectured in [R] (and will not be proved in the present paper) 
what (for every d and n) the minimal free resolution of a general finite set 
Sc  P" with card(S)=d should be (for a full discussion of the conjecture, 
see [L]). In particular it was conjectured in [R], [GO] (and will not be 
proved in the present paper) that such a set S should have a homogeneous 
ideal, I, with the minimal possible number of generators (compatible with 
the dimensions of the graded components of I). To state more precisely 
what this means and the results proven in this paper we introduce a few 
notations; before that, we stress the conjectures raised in Section 3 of this 
paper related to the minimal free resolution for suitable projective curves 
(one of the main aims of this note). 
We fix an algebraically closed field K. Every scheme will be of finite type 
over K. For all integers a, b with a/> b/> 0 we write {a; b} for the binomial 
coefficients, i.e., {a;b} :=a!/((a-b)!b!). Fix an integer n~>2 and an 
integer d with, say d~>n+ 1. There is a unique integer k>~2 such that 
{n+k-1 ;n}  ~<d< {n+k;n}; k is called the critical value for the pair 
(n, d). Set P := P". For a subscheme Y of the scheme X, let Ir.x be the ideal 
scheme of Y in X; we will write I r instead of 1~. e. Fix a general subset S 
of P with card(S)=d and let I=E) I t ,  l,:=H~ ls(t)), be its 
homogeneous ideal. By the generality of S and the choice of k, we have 
It= {0}if t <k. A theorem of Mumford's (see [EG], proposition stated in 
the Introduction]) states in particular that I is generated by Ik~Ik+l. 
Clearly, to generate I we need Ik. The question is: how much of Ik+l 
do we need to generate I? Equivalently, if we choose homogeneous 
coordinates Xo ..... x,,, what is the codimension of the submodule 
xolk+ ;.. J rxn l  k of Ik+l? Define integers a(n,k) and r(n,k) by the 
relation 
.~(. ,  k) + r(., k) = (. + l ){ .  + k; ,, } - {. + k -  l ; .  }, 
0 ~< r(n, k) < n. 
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The conjecture about I states exactly that if {n + k -  1; n} ~< d~< a(n, k), 
then I is generated by lk, while if a(n,k)<d< {n+k;n},  I is generated 
by Ik and a (general) linear subspace M of Ik+l with dim(M)= 
n(d-a(n, k))+r(n, k). The conjecture is known to be true if n~< 3 (see 
[GM'I for n=2 and the union of [B] and [Hi] or of [B] and [R1] for 
n=3).  
In this paper we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 0.1. For all hztegers n >~2 there is cut hlteger c(n) with the 
following property. Fix all), hlteger d>~n+ 1 and let k be the critical vahte 
of (n, d). Fix a general set Sc  Pn with card(S)= d attd let I = 0 I, be its 
homogeneous ideal. Then if d<~ a(n, k) -  c(n) then I is generated by Ik, while 
if d>~ a(n, k)q-c(n), I is generated by Ik and a (general) linear subspace M 
of I~ + 1 with dim(M) = n(d-  a(n, k)) + r(n, k). 
It is a standard by-product of 0.1 (or of its proof) to gain some bound 
on the number of generators of I for the range Id-a(n,  k)l <c(n) (see 
Remark 1.1). We stress that the essential point of 0.1 is that c(n) depends 
only on n, not on d or k: for large k, a(n ,k ) -{n+k- l ;n}  and 
{n + k; n } - a(n, k) increase respectively as ((n - 1 ) k" -  l)/n ! and k n- z/n !. 
One of the aims of this note is to show that weaker (but very interesting) 
forms of this conjecture are much easier to prove (thanks to a method of 
Hirschowitz) than the general case (and the proofs are short). We will call 
it "Weaker Question" (or WQ): 
Weaker Question (or tVQ). In the statement of 0.1 we may take 
cOO = .. 
The proof of 0.I which is given here "almost" gives WQ: see Section 2 (in 
particular 2.3) for the complete story on this point. One can formulate 
statements corresponding to WQ and 0.1 for all the pieces of the minimal 
free resolution of I (or of the ideal of the curves discussed in Conjec- 
tures 3.1 and 3.2, or on any other interesting projective scheme). It is hoped 
that these questions are tractable. 
In Section 1 we introduce the working tools (due to Hirschowitz). 
In Section 2 we prove 0.1 and discuss WQ. In Section 3 we state two 
conjectures. 
Fix integers n, d with n >/2, d>~ n+ 1; let k be the critical value of (n, d). 
Fix a general set S~ pn with card(S)= d. We use the notations P, I, I,, 
{a; b}, ..., introduced in the Introduction. For any projective space M, let 
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12 M (or t2,, if M = P) be its cotangent bundle. Set O(t) = Ov(t ). Consider 
a twist of the (dual of) Euler's exact sequence 
0-* O.(t + 1)-~ (n+ l) O(t)--) O(t+ l)--* O. (2) 
Tensoring (2) with Is we obtain the exact sequence 
O- ,~. ( t+ l ) |174174 (3) 
By the definition of the last map in (2) (hence in (3)) we see that I has the 
minimal number of generators exactly if the map tl~ Is(t)) e t.+l)~ 
H~ Is(t+ I)) induced in cohomotogy by (3) has maximal rank, i.e., by 
the definition (1) of a(n,k), if and only if this map is surjective when 
d<<.a(n,k) and injective when d>a(n,k). For this reason we will call 
surjectivity range the range {n + k - 1; n } ~< d ~< a(n, k), and bljectivity range 
the range a(n, k) < d< {n + k -  1; ii}. By (3) and the cohomology of Is for 
S general we see that the full conjecture on the generators of I is equivalent 
to the vanishing of HI(P, f2.(k + l )@ls)  in the surjective range and to the 
vanishing of H~ g2,(k + 1) | Is) in the injective range. Note that by (2) 
we have h~ t2.(k+ 1))=(11+ l ){n+k;n}-  {n+k-  l;n}, which is the 
right-hand side of the equality in (1). 
Remark 1.1. Note that i fScS ' ,  S' finite, we have H~ I2,,(k+ l)@Is) 
I> H~ (2,,(k+ I)| and HI(P, g2,,(k+ 1)-Is) ~< HI(P, Y2,,(k+ 1)| 
(and if S' is general more can be proved easily). This shows why 0.1 gives 
information also in the forbidden range with Id-a(n, k)l < c(n). 
Now we may outline one of the ideas of Hirschowitz (and the main tool 
of this paper). For a less naive and more powerful presentation, one should 
read the Introduction of [I], in particular page 71 (and for work in the 
field, Section 1 of [I] is highly recommended). Set / /=  P(f2,); let p: / - /~ P 
be the projection and On(l)  the tautological line bundle on/7. Note that 
H~ f2.(t))~H~ On(1)| (O(t))). Thus one can reduce a problem 
about sections of the rank-n vector bundle I2,(t) to a problem about 
sections of a particular line bundle, but on another variety, H. By (2) we 
see that for every hyperplane H of P we have I2,,IH--~Y2H~ OH(-- 1). In 
particular the composition of the restriction map f2,,--, 12,,Ill and of the 
projection 12H@OH(--1)'-*I2 H induces a surjection b , / : f2 ,~f2  H. Set 
Jjt := Ker(bH). According to [Ma], JH is called the elementary transfor- 
mation ofl2, induced by b H. By [BI, Lemma 1.2], we have JH~nO( -2) .  
Set Ati:=P(Jt4(1)) and A :=A,,; let ~,:A ~P be the projection. Again A 
has a tautological line bundle O.~(1) and H~ Oa(l~?*(O(t)) ~- 
H~ Jn(t+ 1)). Let btt(t):f2,(t)~f2~i(t) be the map obtained twisting 
bH; we will use the same "twisting notation" for other maps. The splitting 
of g2,,I H and the definition of elementary transformation i duce a surjec- 
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tion ult(t):Jl l(t)-~Oll(t-I ) and an isomorphism between Ker(utl(t)) 
and 12n(t- 1) (see [Ma]). A point of A will be called shnple poh~t. Fix a 
point Pert. The restriction to the fiber fe  over P of the surjection ut1(t) 
induces a surjection ull(t)(P): J~t(t)Ifp ~ Oft(t- 1)Ife. By the definition 
of the functor P, Ker(un(t)(P)) is a simple point tp.t/of A. Note that this 
simple point depends only on the choice of P and of the hyperplane H con- 
taining P. We will say that such a simple point is a shnple poh~t with respect 
to H and with support P. Every point of A is a simple point with respect 
to some hyperplane, but for a subset S of A it is a nontrivial restriction to 
be formed by simple points with respect o the same hyperplane. 
Take seH~ 12,(t)) and assume that s induces the zero section on 
12H(t ). Then s induces s'eH~ JH(t)). For any PeH, s (P )=0 if and 
only if the section of Oa(l)| 1)) induced by s' vanishes on te.H; 
in this case we will say often that s' vanishes on te.H. Sometimes we 
will stress that the language we are using is very loose (although very 
convenient) by using double quotiation marks. 
For the proof of 0.1 we use an inductive meth6d (th so-called mOthode 
d'Horace; guess who introduced it !). 
h1&tctive Step for tVQ and 0.1 
First we will show where the only difficulty in proving WQ in this way 
lies. As a consolation prize we will obtain a proof of 0.1. 
Fix integers n, k and suppose you want to prove WQ for these integers 
It, k. 
Surjectit, e part. We assume the surjective part of WQ for the pairs 
of integers (n - l , k )  and (n ,k -1 ) .  Take a hyperplane H of p=pn;  
set J:=Jn. Take a general ScH with card(S)=a(n- l ,k ) - (n - l ) .  
By the inductive assumption on WQ for (n - l , k )  we have 
hl(12tt(k+ l)| Let A be the union of the card(S) simple points 
with respect o H and with support on S. Fix a general subset B c P with 
card(B) = a(n, k ) -  n - (a (n -  1, k) - (n - 1)) = a(n, k ) -  a(n - 1, k ) -  1. In 
particular we assume Bc~H= ~. As in the last lines of Section 1, we see 
that it is sufficient o check that "the union of B and the simple points A 
imposes independent conditions on H~ J(k+ 1))." First of all we must 
check that h~ This follows (using 
obvious manipulations of binomial coefficients) from the definitions (1) of 
a(n, k) and a (n - r ,  k) and the fact that card(B)< a(n, k ) -a (n -1 ,  k) (if 
r(n, k) >/ r (n -  1, k) we could have taken instead of B a general subset of 
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cardinality a(n, k ) -a (n -  1, k)). Since J(k+ 1)~-nO(k- 1), it is obvious 
that a general B imposes independent conditions on H~ J(k + 1)). For 
evel:y integer i with 0 ~< i~< card(S), let B(i) be "the union of B and i simple 
points from A." Assume that we have checked that B(i-- 1) gives the right 
number of conditions for H~ J(k+ i)). Since B(i)\B(i--1) is a simple 
point with support on a general point of H, B(i) will have the same 
property unless "all the sections of H~ J(k+ 1)) which vanish on 
B(i--1) go to zero under the map jH(k+ 1): J(k+ 1)~ Oi~(k)." Assume 
that this is the case. Recall that Ker(ju(k+l))~-g2n(k). Then we have 
h~ J(k + 1 )) - n(card(B)) - ( i -  1 ) ~< h~ I2n(k) | I~) = h~ I2,(k)) - 
n(card(B)) (the latter equality following for the assumption on (n, k -1 ) ) .  
The contradiction comes from part (a) of the numerical lemma, 
Lemma 2.1, given below, if (n, k) is not one of the excluded pairs of that 
lemma. 
But of course we must start the induction. We can start with n = 2 by 
[GM]  (or n=3 by [B]), but we cannot start with (n, 2) for large n. For 
stronger emphasis, we stress this point as Remark 2.3. 
Now we will see how to modify the construction just given for WQ to 
obtain a proof of 0.1. We assume 0.1 for all pairs (x, y) with x=n-  1; in 
particular we assume that the integer c (n -1 )  is defined. In the construc- 
tion just made for WQ we take S with card(S) = a(n - 1, k) - c(n - 1). Set 
t :=c(n -1)+ 1. Let m be the integer associated to n and t by Lemma 2.2 
below. Set c(n) := max(a(n, m + 1) -  a(n, m), t). We can start the construc- 
tion in P\H  taking max(0, a(n ,k ) -c (n ) - (a (n -  l , k ) -c (n -  1)) as 
card(B). Assume that we have 0.1 for n and k -  1 for this value of e(n). 
Then by 2.2 we get 0.1 for n and the same value of c(n), if k~>m (for the 
first check in the proof we use only that c(n)>~ t> c(n-1)). Of course, 
again we must start the induction for the given n. However, since 
c(n)>~a(n,m+l)--a(n,m), with this choice of c(n)0.1 is "empty" (i.e., 
contained in Castelnuovo-Mumford's theorem [EG])  for all pairs (n,k) 
with k ~< m. 
The injectivity range for 0.1 (or for WQ, modulo the initial cases) is very 
similar and is omitted (for WQ use part (b) of 2.1). The proof of 0.1 is 
complete. 
Here are the numerical lemmas used in the induction for 0.1 and WQ. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) tVe have a (n ,k ) -a (n ,k -1 ) -a (n - l , k )>~n-1  if 
n >~ 4 and k >1 3 unless either k = 3 and n <~ 21 or k = 4 and n <~ 7 or k.= 5 and 
n<<.5 or k=6 and n=4. 
(b) We have a (n ,k ) -a (n ,k -1 ) -a (n - l , k )>111+l  if n>14 and 
k >~ 4 except hi the cases excluded in part (a) or if (n, k) = (8, 4) or (4, 7) or 
(4, 8). 
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Proof. Multiply the definition (1) of a(n, k), a(n, k -  1), and a (n -  i, k) 
by n(n - 1). We obtain n(n - 1)(a(n, k) - a(n, k - 1) - a(n - 1, k)) = 
(,,- 1)(( .  + 1)({,, + k; ,,) - {,, + k -  1; t ,} ) -  {n + k + 1; n} + {,, + k; ,I}) - 
n2{n+k-1 ;n -1}  +n{n+k;n -1}  +n(n-1) ( r (n ,k -1 )+r (n - l , k ) -  
r(n,k)) = -{n+k-1 ;n -1}- (n -1 ){n+k;n -1}+n{n+k;n -1}+ 
n(n - 1)(r(n, k -  1) + r(n - 1, k) - r(n, k) )  = {n + k -  1; n - 2} + n(n -  1) 
(r(n, k - I ) + r(n - 1, k) - r(n, k)). Since r(n, k - 1) >/0, r(n - 1, k) >/0, and 
r(n, k)< n, we obtain parts (a) and (b) easily. | 
Exactly the same proof gives the following result: 
LEMMA 2.2. Fix hztegers n and t with n >14. Then there is an integer m 
such that for every integer k>Im we have a (n ,k )> la (n ,k -1 )+ 
a(n - 1, k) + t. 
Remark 2.3. To start the induction and prove WQ for all n, k, it is 
sufficient o prove (in any way) WQ for very low k. 
We close this paper with two related conjectures. These conjectures, if
true even in a far weaker form, show the big difference (from the point of 
view of the minimal free resolution) between "high degree curves in a fixed 
projective space" and "high degree linearly normal embeddings of curves 
with fixed genus"; see [GL]  for a discussion of the latter case. 
We will say that a subscheme T of a projective space P has minimal free 
resolution of maximal rank (or of nonoverlapping type) if any two con- 
secutive steps of the minimal free resolution of I r  have no homogeneous 
factor with the same degree. 
Conjecture 3.1. For all integers n, g with n~>3 and g>~0 there is an 
integer t(g, n) such that for every integer d>~ t(g, n), for every smooth com- 
plete curve X of genus g, and for every L ~ Pica(x), n + 1 general sections of 
L embed X into P" as a curve with minimal free resolution of maximal rank. 
For the postulation of such embeddings, ee [BE1 ], I-BE2]. 
Conjecture 3.2. For every integer n>~3 there is an integer ~(n) such 
that for all integers d, g with g~ z(n) and p(d, g, n)>i 0, a general degree 
d embedding in.P" of a general curve of genus g has minimal free resolution 9
with maximal rank. 
There should be nothing magical (for this problem) about the 
Brill-Noether numfier; to go further, one should consider the components 
of Hilb(P n) introduced in [BE3], [BE4]. 
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